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Scope of coverage:

Geographical scope

Policy financial limits

A comprehensive medical network providers on direct billing basis supported by GlobeMed.

Iraq, Lebanon, Syria, Jordan and Turkey

Medical Network 

المساعدة الطبية

Up to limit per case

مساعدة السفر

$120,000 per person per year, and $12,000 per case

Any medical condition that you had prior to purchasing this policy is not covered.Pre-existing diseases 

Private hospitals (Mandatory):

Delivery and legal abortion

$1,500 per stent or per valveStents & Valves

The surgery expense is coveredCornea transplant

All of the following services taking place within a hospital: accommodation, Prescription drugs, Surgical fees, 
including anaesthesia & operating room charges, Physician fees, post- surgery Physiotherapy charges, Emergency
treatment, Catheterization, Endoscopy, other inpatient medical procedures.

Inpatient services

Ambulance for emergencies only, Maternity, Home Care, Post surgery rehabilitation when imposed by covered 
medical conditions.

Additional services

Private Diagnostics:

10 transactions limited to $700 per person per year.Limitations

15% is the default, for 0% copayment please add 25% to the Diagnostics premiumCo-payment

Laboratory tests, X-rays, MRI, CT scan, Ultrasound, other radiology Covered diagnostics

Covered within 7 tests limit, each 5 sessions are considered as one testPhysiotherapy

Prescribed Medicines:

10 transactions limited to $700 per person per year.Limitations

Co-payment 15% is the default, for 0% copayment please add 25% to the PM premium

Medications covered subject to prescription requested from the treating Physician

Doctor Visits:

Limitations 10 visits per person per year

Waiting periods:  from person inception

Cardio-vascular diseases  365 Days

Chronic & Cancer

Maternity & delivery90 Days

730 Days365 Days Nose surgeries

Major General Exclusions:

Only covered for babies born during coverage

Other main exclusions

Congenital conditions

Medical treatment related to natural catastrophes, war, terrorism, criminal acts, suicide, self-injury, drugs and 
alcohol abuse, infertility, cosmetics, plastic surgery, sexually transmitted diseases, medical devices and external 
instruments, checkups and un-prescribed treatments, PET scan if not exclusively necessary, allergy tests and other 
exclusions that are explicitly stated in the policy.

Rates by Age Bracket, in US$

Ages 71-7566-7061-6556-6051-5546-5041-4536-4031-3525-3018-240-17
YearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYearsYears

$294 $447 $623 $645 $700 $712 $890 $957 $1385 $1717 $2360 $3005Premium

#

00964 780 715 0715
00964 751 715 0715
00964 770 715 0715

info@dilnia.com
www.dilnia.com

Baghdad Branch
Erbil Branch
Slemany Branch

Kidly check out the general conditions on our website or request it directly from our sales agent

In case of outpatient treatment without any deductible, an additional premium of 100 dollar will be added to the above prices


